News Release
Golden Mousetrap Award for New Integral V™!

August 22, 2008 Rockford, IL - - - -PBC Linear’s new Integral V technology has been named
a Design News Golden Mousetrap finalist for the 2008 Best Product category. After receiving a record
number of entries, Design News selected the cost-efficient IVT linear guide system as a stand-out
product. The finalists and official winner will be formally announced in the September 22nd issue of
Design News.
Introduced this year, Integral V technology has already gained much enthusiasm as a
revolutionary new product. By eliminating the need for fastening components, Integral V dramatically
lowers cost while maintaining quality. The technology is easy to install, and completely customizable to
meet the needs of a multitude of different applications in a wide range of industries.
Design News’ engineering awards—though revamped and renamed to the Golden Mousetrap
Awards in 2006—have been recognizing new, innovative, products for over 20 years! This year,
ingenuity was awarded in four categories: motion control/automation, electronics, hardware/software,
and materials/assembly. Editor-in-chief, John Dodge, states “Our Golden Mousetrap Awards give
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News Release
innovators the recognition they justly deserve. The awards span Design News’ five coverage areas and
we extend our sincerest congratulations to the winners and finalists. Their perseverance in these
challenging economic times is admirable, indeed.”
For more information on the new Integral V technology, please call 1.800.729.9085,
email us at marketing@pacific-bearing.com, or visit our website at ivt.pbclinear.com.

• Leading Innovator in Linear
Motion Since 1982
• Located in Roscoe, IL with
150,000 ft2 Facility
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• New Series of Linear
Actuators
• Revolutionary new
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Technology
• Advanced Technical
Assistance
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